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 Tip

GROUP MENTORING
•  Leverage influence through group mentoring (e.g. 4–10 key leaders). Your leaders can duplicate this with their qualifying 

legs. Sample format: Share wins/victories/accountability from previous week’s goals along with questions/challenges; 
then commit to goals for the week ahead.

• Create and utilize online rank-specific communities. Encourage members to cheer each other on and learn from one  
 another's experiences.

•  Create group mentoring activities at trainings, events, and retreats to overcome time or leadership limitations.

ONE-THING MENTORING
Use the Belief Summit to advance yourself and your team members. A strong and established foundation at each rank is essential 
to sustain and grow a powerful team and consistent stream of income. Direct your builders and leaders, as you discover together, 
to the one thing needed to progress to the next rank. 

Also consider when builders and leaders aren’t maintaining rank, as that can be an indication that beliefs, characteristics, or 
actions are not solidified. In these cases, focus mentoring and your mentee's e�orts on the one thing lacking to master  
that level. 

For e�cient, e�ective, and focused mentoring:

1.  Identify the rank a builder/leader is hitting organically. Celebrate the mastery achieved by acknowledging the levels of the 
Belief Summit they have already established as the foundation of their success. 

2.  Focus on their next rank. Identify the specific belief, servant leadership characteristic, and action required. Of those, what  
has been established? What is missing? Ask them how they can improve their score (e.g. "What would take your belief in you 
from a 7 to an 8"?)

3. Find one thing on which to direct actions to support their advancement.

   For ideas use Mentoring tools
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Your Legacy With charity, live to serve, liberate, and transform the world.

Your Influence With humility, infuse passion for purpose. Raise empowered leaders.

Your Why With diligence, inspire and lead a movement. Multiply abundance. 

Your Team With gratitude, expand community and leadership. Amplify momentum.

Your Builders With love, transfer vision. Nurture a team culture of duplication.

You With commitment, model success habits. Solidify certainty. 

Company/
Opportunity With integrity, present the message. Grow trust to enroll.

Product With courage, share experiences. Invite to change lives. 

TAKE ACTION:
TO ATTAIN  
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BUILD 
BELIEF IN:

Belief Summit 
Belief Levels


